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Your employees 

 

 
So, you’re a new manager in your field, now what? 

 
 

You have employees looking at you with google eyes wondering 
what to do next, and you have no clue. Wait, perhaps you do know 
what to do next but however is missing some fundamentals to help 

you reach the next level. 
 



Our management course is fundamental, we tackle real life views, 
giving you tips and techniques used to reach and grow your 

management style towards employees and customers. 
 

To know how we teach this course is to know what we are 
not: 

• We are not another text-book example. 
• We won’t tell you what you want to hear. 
• We will not do the thinking for you. 

 
Warning: When learning management styles do what works best 

for you and less of what doesn’t. 

 
Our goal: To give you in an in-depth vision for looking at the way 
you manage others, to help you become a more proficient 
manager with close to or equal management skill of a business 

owner, or CEO. 
 
 

 
 
 

 



 

Employee Badge 

 
  

 



Ever won a trophy? How did you feel? Were you happy? 
 

A trophy is a badge of honor, completion and success. Who wins 
the most luxurious trophies these days are outstanding performers 
or players. When we think employee badge we often think a 
“Name tag”. In believe an employee badge is beyond a formal ID 

however is the way of life of the organization itself. 
 
Business managers must focus on the employee satisfaction of the 

job. If wanting to create a stronger team understanding the value 
and satisfaction from employees are essential. 
 

 



How we see badges 
 
 

 
 
A badge in business is more than just a name tag it is a 

representation of our business culture. When an employee wears 
our uniform, they become a representation of business x. 



So, when we do not take time to reward employees, train them or 
provide essential growth in our company we deprive our workers 

of a proper working environment. 
 
Employees are as equal importance as customers. The top 
individual makes the strategies, but it is the people on the bottom 

who perform them. 
The way we treat our employees can boost or hinder our success.  
  

The manger sets the tone that echoes the tradition of the 
company, to wear this badge an employee must feel agreeable 
that the firm has his or her best work interest at heart. This 

simple concept could be: providing realistic training, opening 
suggestions, giving positive feedbacks and allowing 
opportunities for a promotion. 

 

Training our employees to be more self-managed is good, but 
creating a proper working environment is the best. 
 

 
 
 


